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After a volatile and challenging month in June, Bitcoin prices have started to consolidate
around the last cycle $20k ATH level, giving investors a moment to pause and reﬂect.
Bitcoin plunged through several closely watched price levels to the lowest since late 2020
as evidence of deepening stress within the crypto industry keeps piling up against a
backdrop of monetary tightening.
The largest digital token by market value tumbled as much as 15% to $17,599, marking a
record-breaking 12th consecutive daily decline.
Ether fell as much as 19% to $881, the lowest since January 2021. The two bellwethers of
the crypto market are both down more than 70% from all-time highs set in early November.
Altcoins were no exception to soured investor appetite in the wake of Bitcoin's fall. Cardano,
Solana, and Polkadot recorded falls of between 12% and 14%.
A toxic mix of bad news cycles and higher interest rates has been deleterious to riskier
assets like crypto. The Federal Reserve raised its main interest rate on June 15 by threequarters of a percentage point — the biggest increase since 1994 — and central bankers
signaled they will keep hiking aggressively this year in the ﬁght to tame inﬂation.
Broader signs of stress emerged with last month's collapse of the Terra blockchain, and
worsened this week following crypto lender Celsius Network Ltd.'s recent decision to halt
withdrawals.
Crypto hedge fund Three Arrows Capital suﬀered large losses and said it was considering
asset sales or a bailout, while another lender, Babel Finance, followed in Celsius's
footsteps.
The crypto market now stands at a fraction of its heights in late 2021, when Bitcoin traded
near $69,000 and traders poured cash into speculative investments of all stripes. The total
market cap of cryptocurrencies is around $881 billion, down from $3 trillion in November.
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Fed Announces Biggest Interest Rate Hike in
28 Years
"The labor market is extremely ght, and inﬂa on is much too high," said Chair
Jerome Powell.

Crypto lending service Celsius announced that it would pause withdrawals, citing
"extreme market conditions." The company announced it would also pause its
swap and transfer products. The price of Celsius's CEL token fell over 50% after
the news came out.
The announcement comes on top of Celsius telling nonaccredited investors that
they could no longer transfer funds.
The company has faced regulatory issues, with law enforcement entities issuing
cease-and-desist orders against it.
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In the last report (May 2022), two scenarios were described (left part of the above
ﬁgure). As could be seen in the above ﬁgure, scenario (1) occurred. According to
scenario (1), the price dropped and touched the Fib 78.6 level (17600$ price
level), and bounced upward a bit afterward.
Now, for the future days, two scenarios are expected. In the ﬁrst scenario, the
price could show a pullback process and rise to the target of 28000 $ at the ﬁrst
step and 37000 $ at the second step. In the second scenario (worse condition),
the selling pressure could rise again and the price drops more to the 1200014000 $ level. These two scenarios are illustrated in the below ﬁgure. However,
we believe that the ﬁrst scenario is less probable given the tough global macro
economy all over the world.
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According to the above ﬁgure, the weakness of rising is obvious in the DXY chart.
This shows the dollar index might not be strong enough to grow higher and
probably could drop in the coming days.
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Though most of the ﬁnancial world is taking a beating in 2022, the recent crypto
market crash was ampliﬁed by its experimental and speculative nature, wiping
out small-town traders who stuck their life savings in untested projects like Terra
with little recourse.
Rising interest rates open more demand for the cash, as 70+% of total USDnominated debt has ﬂoating rate. Investors sell the most risky and toxic assets,
keeping the others. If the tightening continues (this is for the Fed, the ECB is
milder for now), markets will probably drop even more.
On the other side, within the current macroeconomic framework, all models and
historical precedents are likely to be put to the test. Based on the current
positioning of Bitcoin prices relative to historical ﬂoor models, the market is
already at an extremely improbable level, with only 0.2% of trading days being in
similar circumstances.
With so many ﬂoor formation signals ﬂashing, the question is, will this time be
diﬀerent?
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